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Glasshapes world-leading architectural glass solutions come in a wide
variety of forms and options.

Overview
Glasshape® offer a comprehensive portfolio of fully certified internal and external specialist
architectural glass for a wide range of applications. The range includes tempered glass, safety
and security laminated glass (including cyclonic, flood, ballistic, attack and impact resistant) and
digitally printed ceramic-ink solutions. Many of these can be combined and supplied on simple or
complex curves, as well as flat panels.
Our mission is to deliver high-quality bent tempered and laminated glass to our glass, metal and
fabrication customers with excellence.
We add value to our customers projects by going the extra mile, offering services to reduce risk
and increase customer satisfaction. Our digital field-measure service utilises the latest scanning
hardware to produce electronic templates with unmatched accuracy, doing away with the need for
the cumbersome and time-consuming measure, production, transportation and storage of physical
templates. Delivering our bent and specialist glass to our customer’s door anywhere globally, fully
insured with the additional option to have us remove risk during glazing by using our NsureGlaze®
premium, we add value where our customers benefit most.
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Commercial

WATERLINE SQUARE - New York, NY - USA
"Waterline Square offers the most comprehensive and cohesive residential experience available in New York City
designed by an unparalleled team of celebrated visionaries. We curated a team that brought together the industry’s
best minds in architecture and design, creating an incredible product that represents the pinnacle of high design and
luxury living". James Linsley, President of GID Development Group
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Waterline Square - Waterline Club
New York, NY - USA
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Waterline Square... the Pinnacle of Luxury, Design & Craftsmanship.
A truely magnificent Architectural achievement
LOCATION: New York, NY - USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 5/8" Tempered, Bent & Laminated Low-Iron Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
Providing the ultimate lifestyle experience in New York City, Waterline Square is home to an extraordinary collection
of indoor amenities connecting all three residential towers. Designed by Rockwell Group, the Waterline Club is a
grand amenities center and the heart of Waterline Square boasting 100,000 square feet of programmed spaces, “it’s a
gathering space for art, music, wellness, work, athletics, and the exchange of ideas”. Working with the developer, GID,
and the architect, Craig Chowaniec of The Rockwell Group; Jaroff Studios took on the challenge of realizing the Client’s
vision of the Waterline Club and chose to partner with Glasshape, to field measure, design, manufacture and supply the
Bent, Tempered & Laminated 5/8” Low Iron Glass for the Circular Staircase, adjoining Walkway and overhead Bridge.
The choice of beautifully crafted materials; sees the combination of engineered steel, clad in hand-crafted laminated
timber and stone, complemented by bent glass all coming together to create a timeless yet highly functional piece of Art
TESTIMONIAL:
“Glasshape was a wonderful partner in the realization of the glass portion of the project. They scanned the shoe and
modeled the glass to fit. The accuracy and quality were impeccable. The edge quality was excellent. I would highly
recommend them for any complex geometry, laminated glass project.”
Joe Jaroff
Photos: Evan Joseph Photography
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NBA EXPERIENCE - DISNEY - Orlando, FL - USA
The NBA EXPERIENCE attraction at Disney Springs, Florida allows adults and kids alike to live out their basketball
dreams with the hardcourt, visit a replica of a locker room and learn about the history of basketball. Enter an immersive
world where all of your basketball dreams are just a layup away.
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NBA Experience - Disney
Orlando, FL - USA
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LOCATION: Orlando, FL, USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
The NBA EXPERIENCE was designed by the Stantec –
Orlando branch which has successfully delivered a wide
portfolio of Disney Imagineering projects. Inside this
impressive venue, you can enjoy 13 unique experiences
that merge the magic of Disney with the thrills of the NBA.
Step through the Player Entry Tunnel and be welcomed by
the roar of an excited crowd and embark on the full player
journey, from training to competitions to championships
and beyond.
Once again, Glasshape were honored to team up with
VIVA Railings on this exciting project, which included twin
Circular Staircases, that are topped off by hoop-like Bent
Glass Railing, providing a 360 degree, stadium view of the
center court access point to the numerous interactive NBA
themed activities in this Disney attraction. The Bent Glass
was glazed into VIVA Railings propriety SHOE™ Aluminum
Glass Railing System by Altamonte Glass & Mirror. The
combined experience and quality of product and service
ensured this project was a slam dunk!

Photos: VIVA Railings
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UTS CENTRAL UNIVERSITY - Sydney, NSW - Australia
Designed by Australian architectural firm FJMT, the state-of-the-art glass-encased UTS Central is made up of a striking
dual design, with a 10-level twisted tower sitting above a 5-level podium and two underground floors. The UTS Central
design is notable for its elegant, curved lines, which provide a complementary contrast to the modular, utilitarian design
of the Brutalist UTS Tower. The upper levels have been designed with a distinctive ‘twist’. The building design means
that no two floor plans are the same.
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UTS Central University
Sydney, NSW - Australia
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Photo: Tyrone Branigan

LOCATION: Sydney, NSW - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 11/16" Tempered, Bent & Laminated
Low-Iron Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
Glasshapes’ involvement in this iconic project included the
manufacture and supply of bent, tempered and laminated
safety glass to Active Metal, who were contracted to
develop the design and engineering for the stairs, as
well as fabricate and site install the three architecturally
designed circular staircases for the building. The
staircases link the main student spaces in the lower floors
of the building, as well as the upper-level office spaces,
inviting movement and connection, and reducing reliance
on lifts and escalators.
TESTIMONIAL:
“Glasshape® provided us with a bent glass experience that
was professional and on-time, delivering quality glass
panels to our specifications and sizing, with minimal, if
any remakes, considering the number of panels involved.
Their packaging of glass for transportation to site was
particularly good, and we would have no issue using them
on future iconic projects.”
Photo: Andy Roberts

Craig Wilson
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THE GULFPORT TRANSIT CENTER - Gulfport, MS - USA
Originally constructed in 1966, the Gulfport-Harrison County Public Library is listed on the US, National Registry of
Historic Places and considered a Mississippi Landmark. Devastated during Hurricane Katrina in 2005, this two-story
historic building sat unoccupied and damaged until the beginning of its restoration in 2018, led by General Contractors
– Roy Anderson Corp. who transformed it from a shell of the former library into a modern public transit center.

Photo: Roy Anderson Group
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The Gulfport Transit Center
Gulfport, MS - USA
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LOCATION: Gulfport, MS - USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
HDI Railing Systems were awarded the contract to supply
and install their proprietary Inox Railing System on the
Circular Spiral Staircase and second floor Overlook. HDI
Railing Systems, reached out to Glasshape, to produce
both the Flat and Bent Glass for this project. Glasshape
also provided Laser Scanning Services, to accurately
capture the as-built building and staircase structures,
along with the installed Inox Railing System, to ensure a
perfect fit of the Glass come time of installation.
The finished project stands testament to the quality of
workmanship of all parties involved in breathing new life
into this historic architectural icon; ensuring this public
building has a purpose in providing a community service
for years to come.
TESTIMONIAL:
“HDI found great value in partnering with Glasshape to
provide the glass railing infill panels on the Gulfport Transit
project. It was the right decision to use their services!”
Derek Stambaugh
Photos: Roy Anderson Group
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SUFFOLK COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Suffolk County, NY - USA
The Suffolk County Community College (SCCC), Learning Resource Center boasts a 95 seat lecture hall, computer
classrooms, writing & reading centers, glass enclosed group study rooms, tutoring and testing rooms, plus many more
facilities including photo / video labs and offices for staff.
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Suffolk County Community College
Suffolk County, NY - USA
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LOCATION: Suffolk County, NY - USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 3/4" Tempered, Bent & Laminated Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
The 2 level building has been built to the highest standards,
“That will serve as a powerful symbol of the value that the
College and its students bring to the vitality of our shared
community,” said Suffolk County Community College
President Dr. Shaun L. McKay.
The sweeping stone and glass staircase, which serves
as a central access and focal point within the building,
was built by StairCrafters Inc, who chose to partner with
Glasshape to manufacture and supply the Glass for this
special project.
TESTIMONIAL:
“The assistance received by Andrew Forrest of Glasshape®
was exceptional. The quality of their product along with
communication and production time, makes for a smooth
worry free experience.”

Matthew Millard

Photos: Jeffrey Totaro
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HYATT CENTRIC HOTEL - Charlotte, NC - USA
Hyatt’s Centric brand celebrates the distinct identity and vibrant culture of each Hotel’s location, featuring “artistically
curated” spaces that are thoughtfully designed to help guests work, relax, and play. The design and materials used in
the construction of the monumental circular staircase, located in the main lobby of the Hotel, reflects this design ethos.
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Hyatt Centric Hotel
Charlotte, NC - USA
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LOCATION: Charlotte NC, USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered, Bent & Laminated
Tinted Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
The Hyatt Centric located in Charlotte, NC, was designed
by Atlanta-based Rule Joy Trammell + Rubio, to reflect
the rich history and beautiful landscapes of the Charlotte
region. Guests are greeted in the main lobby by a dark
wood monumental staircase, which symbolizes a giant
tree spiraling up through the space. C.M. Steel were tasked
with constructing and installing the eclectic monumental
staircase and once again chose to partner with Glasshape.
TESTIMONIAL:
“When the Architect and Design team connected CM Steel
Specialty Products Division to be a part of the Hyatt project
we had one glass manufacturer in mind that we wanted on
this project, Glasshape. The laminated Bronze glass that
we received was immaculate. All edges were smooth, no
running of the interlayer, and perfectly produced with such
precision. This project is a statement for how all glass
railings need to look.”
Matthew Durant
Photos: CM Steel
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LEE HEALTH - Lee County, FL - USA
Lee Health – Coconut Point is a 24-hour medical facility providing care for the South Lee County community. Designed
by Flad Architects, who are known to create environments that enhance human potential.
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Photos: Jim Roof Creative Inc.
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Lee Health
Lee County, FL - USA
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LOCATION: Lee County, FL - USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 9/16" Tempered, Bent & Laminated
Low-Iron Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
Flad architects consulted with HDI Railings to specify and
install a railing system that would support their design
intentions for a feature circular staircase. Glasshape
were honored to team up with HDI Railing Systems on
this exciting project, providing HDI Railings with the bent,
tempered and laminated low-iron glass, to help highlight
the building’s open and elegant design aesthetic.
HDI Railings, Kubit Railing System is installed on the
staircase and along the second story openings which
overlook the lower atrium area. The low-iron glass infill
panels allow natural light to pass through with remarkable
clarity creating a space that feels bright and boundless.
Lee Health’s multispecialty facility is set to exceed 30,000
Emergency Room visitors per year. It’s safe to say that
HDI Railing’s Kubit system combined with Glasshapes
signature TemperShield® bent, tempered and laminated
glass will provide superb holding power and safety for the
heavy foot traffic from E.R visitors and the 200 plus Lee
Health medical staff for a long time to come.
Photos: Jim Roof Creative Inc.
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HOUSTON ROLLS ROYCE - Houston, TX - USA
The Post Oak Hotel at Uptown Houston, Texas, is the city’s first elite destination for elegant accommodations,
masterfully blended with extensive conference facilities, prominent office space, designer fashion, signature dining and
sophisticated amenities all in one tower.
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Rolls Royce Showroom
Houston,TX - USA
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LOCATION: Houston, TX - USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Low-Iron Glass.
Glazed Frameless Spiral Staircase
HIGHLIGHT:
The Bent Glass used was 1/2" tempered Low-Iron bent
glass with highly polished edges, attached to the structure
with stainless steel stand-offs. With glass on both sides of
the staircase, it allowed the 3-level storefront windows to
encase the showroom with light and space.
Special attention to detail, saw the architectural team at
Gensler, design a custom grand staircase, spiralling up
from the ground to the second floor, to grace the Rolls
Royce showroom, which is located in the hotel’s lobby and
conference area.
Glasshapes involvement in the project included laser
scanning the staircase once in place on site and further
providing 3D CAD design services. The scanned data was
then used to fabricate the stainless steel cladding and the
bent glass railing.
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DOW PLANETARIUM - Montreal, QC - Canada
When Vitrerie RD were invited to bid on an extensive remodel of the Dow Planetarium in Montreal, they knew who to turn
to for their bent glass requirements. Specifications called for over 4,950ft2 of bent glass, which included bent tempered
insulated glass units, and bent tempered laminated panels with pieces up to 15' 1/2" tall – so naturally Glasshape® was
a perfect partner to collaborate with.
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Dow Planetarium
Montreal, QC - Canada
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LOCATION: Montreal, QC - Canada
GLASS MAKE UP: Tempered, Bent & Laminated IGU
panels, with some pieces up to 15' 1/2" tall.
QUANTITY: Over 4,950ft2 of Bent Glass
TESTIMONIAL:
“Our experience with Glasshape was really more than
satisfying. The Planetarium project was a first in Quebec,
for these interior structural partitions as well as two
curved curtain walls. Glasshape was the key supplier of
this project. Their service and the quality of the products
manufactured were above our expectations. With 35
years’ of experience, Vitrerie RD has never known a North
American supplier with such quality of product."
"The Glasshape team knew how to meet our schedule even
with the distance that separates us. Including sea and air
transport. I can add that following a glass break incident
in Montreal, they have even been able to reproduce nonstandard screen-printed glass in record time."
"Thanks again to the Glasshape team for your support in
this project.”
P.Deguire
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TABCORP OFFICES - Melbourne, VIC - Australia
A unique feature of this fit-out was the requirement to internally connect levels 18 and 19, something that was achieved
by installing an interconnecting stairwell between the floors. This required cutting out the concrete slab between these
floors, installing over 24,250lbs of structural steel and the unique spiral staircase you can see in these images. The
staircase linked to the existing inter-tenancy stairs, thus creating a five-storey void from level 17 to 21, all of which were
enclosed by slab-to-ceiling bent glass panels.
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TABcorp Offices
Melbourne, VIC - Australia
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LOCATION: Melbourne, VIC - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Low-Iron Glass
QUANTITY: 45 panels, 12' 6" x 3' 11 5/8" Girth
HIGHLIGHT:
TABcorp’s new office represented a major workplace
transformation for the firm. With a stunning central
staircase, outdoor terrace, technology showcase and
over 87 rooms and collaboration spaces over five
floors, enhancing the productivity and connectivity of its
workforce.
The completed Collins Square fit-out will provide TABcorp
with an environment that promotes business efficiency,
modern technology, environmental sustainability and
workplace health and well-being.
Glasshapes contribution to the project started with the
digital scanning process, measuring the floor-to-ceiling
voids created, using our Faro laser scanning technology.
This allowed us to determine the exact floor-to-ceiling
panel height as well as establish the radius required for
the bent glass panels.
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EMPORIUM HOTEL - South Bank, QLD - Australia
The WOW factor is immediate from the moment you enter the foyer, through the use of bent glass in the sweeping
staircase and void balustrade area. Creating the feeling of light and space, yet ensuring all the features and materials
used to create this unique and opulent space remain visible from all angles in a way that only glass can.
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Photo: Rolley Photo Media
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Emporium Hotel - South Bank
Brisbane, QLD - Australia
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LOCATION: South Bank, QLD - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 9/16" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
An exciting new chapter in iconic style and exquisite service
began with the new flagship Emporium Hotel South Bank
at Southpoint. Predecessor, the original Emporium Hotel
in Fortitude Valley, was Queensland’s first luxury boutique
hotel and during its time, won many awards as the most
luxurious boutique luxury hotel in Australia, as well as
acclaim around the world.
Created and designed by the AJ Group, but executed by
Cairns-based client, this monumental staircase took
on a life of its own with the help of Glasshape® who was
contracted to site measure the areas requiring bent
tempered glass in the foyer area, and then produce all
the flat and bent glass required for this one-of-a-kind
creation.

Photos: Rolley Photo Media
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COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY - Health & Medical Centre
Glasshape® was contracted to scan the staircase structure during the construction phase and create an as-built 3D CAD
model. The CAD model was then further developed by adding in the client's ‘Vista’ railing design to obtain final bent
glass sizes and radii. In total, over 250 pieces of glass were custom fabricated by Glasshape®, including the bent glass
smoke baffles, and delivered to site ready for installation.
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Colorado State University – Health & Medical Center
Fort Collins, CO - USA
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LOCATION: Fort Collins, CO - USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
QUANTITY: Over 3,980ft2
HIGHLIGHT:
Having paid special attention to keep the building’s
atmosphere ‘light and spacious’, BWG Architects created
an open and colourful centre that doctors, counsellors and
other staff members have described as “a dream come
true!”.
TESTIMONIAL:
“We contracted Glasshape to laser scan this project, and
subsequently provide the glass. Glasshape scanned the
project and provided us with a cleaned up 3D Model for
us to design our post mounted guardrail system into.
The project ended up being extremely successful for all
parties involved.”
C. Ogren
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BP HEAD OFFICE - Auckland - New Zealand
BP’s Head Office in Auckland is located across two floors of an existing building. The challenge for the designers, was
to connect the spaces so there was good cross-functional interaction between floors, and the space felt energised
and light. The steel, glass and timber spiral staircase became the central connecting element of the design, enabling
interactions and linking the business units.
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BP Head Office
Auckland - New Zealand
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LOCATION: Auckland - New Zealand
GLASS MAKE UP: 9/16" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
TESTIMONIAL:
“BP worked with Unispace to design their new head office in
Auckland. The new space was to incorporate the functions
and staff from the existing head office in Wellington, and
from the existing Auckland office in Ellerslie.

The spiral staircase became the central connecting
element of the design, enabling interactions and linking
the business units. All of the elements directly off
the spiral also shared this language and radial forms
reference the central source. The glass balustrade held
both the handrail and the decorative organic timber
bands. Glasshape worked with ourselves and Woods
Glass to bring this challenging, unique concept to life in
an extremely short timeframe and under huge pressure
of precision and co-ordination. The result is a tribute to
fantastic people working together brilliantly.”
S. Langford
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ATRIUM HOMES - Perth, WA - Australia
This bent glass staircase at the head office of leading Perth-based custom home builder Atrium Homes – is a good
example of advanced glass manufacturing delivering a spectacular end result. Glass can be bent and manipulated to
suit a variety of architectural situations – but just how tight a curve can go has often been a limiting factor. However,
with the right manufacturer, the options are greater.
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Atrium Homes
Perth, WA - Australia
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LOCATION: Perth, WA - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
Glasshapes ability to produce a very tight radius bend is
something that sets us apart from other manufacturers.
The internal panels for this project were bent to a 27 9/16"
radius, which created a dramatic central axis for this
showcase stairwell.
Glasshapes TemperShield® tempered glass is perfect for
exactly these sorts of projects.
Our depth of experience and manufacturing capabilities
helped in other ways too: significant benefits were gained
in economies of scale, by supplying 25 panels in just three
different radii. This meant three set-up costs were spread
across multiple panels, greatly reducing the cost per unit.
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ZORZI BUILDERS HEAD OFFICE - Perth, WA - Australia
TemperShield® glass from Glasshape® was specified for the balustrading, to provide frameless, 1/2" bent tempered
glass. With the glass mounted into a channel system, a clean look with no visible fixings was achieved. The resulting
precise bent glass panels were a perfect fit for the staircase.
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Zorzi Builders Head Office
Perth, WA - Australia
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LOCATION: Perth, WA - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered, Bent & Laminated Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
This stunning spiral staircase is installed at the head office
of Perth-based leading luxury home builder Zorzi. It’s a
great example of how specialty bent glass can enhance
unusual and disruptive installations and features.
As you’d expect for a leading luxury home building firm,
the head office provides plenty of WOW factor. Taking it one
step further, the design team introduced a giant vertical
aquarium. The subsequent challenge was to ensure all
the drama unfolding in the aquarium could be observed
with unobstructed views, safely from the staircase that
wrapped around it.
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Residential

Curved & Spiral Staircases

Photo: Spadaccini Homes
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SORRENTO RESIDENCE
This impressive beachfront home exudes luxury in every detail, with extensive glazing work featured throughout.
Notably the glazed frameless spiral staircase with floor-to-ceiling bent glass windows, frame the feature staircase and
allows light to fill the expansive entranceway to the home.
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Sorrento Residence
Perth, WA - Australia
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LOCATION: Perth, WA - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Glass
TESTIMONIAL:
“The building’s unique shape involved retaining a
perfectly uniform radius all the way around its perimeter.
Consistently maintaining that level of precision was very
involved work. All the bent glass for the task was specially
ordered and shipped from Glasshape. Representatives
from Glasshape worked with us to ensure a precise
measure; the panels were then made and freighted to us
for installation.”

“While the result may look seamless, the design and
construction process involved in such a significant project
took approximately three years from start to finish,’ says
Corey. ‘Yet it only takes one look at the luxurious result to
appreciate the stunning results of that mammoth effort.”
C. Wilson

Photos: Spadaccini Homes
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DUNE ROAD - Westhampton, NY - USA
Westhampton Beach, New York is famously known for its beautiful white sand ocean beaches and laid-back luxury
lifestyle, making it the ideal location to live and play. This waterfront home features a playfully designed, 2 level bent
glass and steel staircase, which complements the relaxed environment in which it resides.
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Photo: Lifestyle Production Group
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Dune Road Residence
Westhampton, NY - USA

LOCATION: Westhampton, NY - USA
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Low-Iron Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
This newly developed waterfront home, designed by
architects, Bruce Nagel + Partners has everything one
would want including a playful curved staircase, which
creates a focal point in the House.
Glasshape worked closely with Westhampton Architectural
Glass, the premier source and installers of architectural
glass and aluminium products for residential and
commercial projects in the Hamptons, New York.
TESTIMONIAL:
"Glasshape was a key contributor to the success of
one of our more challenging projects. Their thorough
communication in each phase of the project was critical.
Appreciate the efforts and looking forward to working
together again!"
Kevin Sullivan

Photos: Lifestyle Production Group
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Curved Balustrades & Windows

PRIVATE RESIDENCE
What better way is there to transition from one space to another, and to complement a sculptural spiral staircase, than
to incorporate a floor to ceiling Bent Glass feature window. Designed by Joe Adsett Architects. the "Boomerang House"
was highlighted on "Grand Designs Australia".
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The "Boomerang House"
Brisbane, QLD - Australia
Photos: Joe Adsett Architects
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Private Residence - Lancaster Crescent
Sydney, NSW - Australia
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LOCATION: Sydney, NSW - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
Perched on top of a headland, with views to the ocean and
curvaceous bow-like decks, bent glass balustrading was
the natural choice to compliment those priceless views
and protect the owners and their guests when enjoying
this multi-level architectural masterpiece.
Glasshape worked hand in hand with Sydney Frameless
Glass, providing digital field measuring services to ensure
our Bent Glass was a perfect fit for this iconic project.
TESTIMONIAL:
“Sydney Frameless Glass pride themselves on achieving
amazing results for their customers and Glasshape make
this possible with absolute ease producing the best quality
glass. Their technical support team offer great service,
communicating with you every step of the process making
sure glass is shipped, delivered with no hassle. Thank you
Glasshape, we can always count on you to be the best in
the business”
Danny Koutsogiannis
Photos: Sydney Frameless Glass
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SOUL APARTMENTS - Sydney, NSW - Australia
A curved masterpiece located in the heart of Cronulla NSW, Australia. Glasshape® was privileged to supply six levels
of bent, tempered, heat-soaked windows and balustrades, including engineered bent pool glass for the rooftop luxury
pools.
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Photo: Bronxx Construction
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Soul Apartments
Sydney, NSW - Australia
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LOCATION: Sydney, NSW - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: Tempered, Bent & Heat-Soaked
Windows & Balustrades, Engineered Laminated Bent
Pool-Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
Glasshape® was engaged at an early stage to digitally
field measure the curved window frames, and concrete
balustrade channels. Using this precision electronic
data, we were able to custom-design curved window and
balustrade requirements to suit these frames & channels
whilst ensuring glass panels on each level were evenly
split and lined up when viewed from the street.
Crowned with two sparkling blue luxury pools, SOUL
offers its residents a refreshing rooftop pool experience
whilst enjoying the spectacular ocean views. Thanks to
Glasshapes final touch to this majestic project: bent,
engineered, tempered, structurally laminated
pool-windows.
TESTIMONIAL:
“Glasshape did a fantastic job from field measure to
delivery which makes our life on site installing a breeze.”
D. Poole
Photos: Bronxx Construction
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TE MANAWA ATAWHAI CATHERINE McAULEY CENTER - Christchurch - New Zealand
The spiritual centerpiece for Christchurch, Sisters of Mercy – “Te Manawa Atawhai Catherine McAuley Center” presents
a rethinking of traditional sacred space, providing as much a place of retreat and learning as it is a chapel.
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Te Manawa Atawhai Catherine McAuley Center
Christchurch - New Zealand
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LOCATION: Christchurch - New Zealand
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
HIGHLIGHT:
Glasshapes signature TemperShield® bent clear glass
was chosen to enclose this sanctuary garden, located
at the center of the building, which provides an area for
contemplation and prayer.
Glasshape® manufactured the 9.84ft tall constant radius
bent glass panels, with varying bend radii for each panel,
that on one side of the enclosure angle outwards in a
conical fashion. The inclusion of bent sliding glass doors
to provide access to the garden sanctuary added to the
complexity of the project.
AWARDS:
Designed by Hamish Shaw Architects, the Building was
opened in December 2017 and has already gone on to win
numerous awards, such as the WANZ / GANZ “Designing
with Glass” Award and Canterbury Architecture Awards
“Public Architecture” which is part of the NZ Institute of
Architects Awards program.
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Engineered

Rooflites & Awnings

PRIVATE RESIDENCE
Maximise the natural light coming into a room through curved, tempered, laminated rooflites, or provide protection
from the elements for footpaths and entranceways surrounding commercial properties.
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Private Residence
Christchurch - New Zealand
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Private Residence
Christchurch, New Zealand
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LOCATION: Christchurch - New Zealand
GLASS MAKE UP: 1" Tempered, Bent & Double Glazed
HIGHLIGHT:
There is no better way to bring natural light into a room
than by incorporating curved, tempered, laminated
rooflites into your building design. Curved rooflites
manufactured by Glasshape® can be easily installed
above atrium spaces, entranceways and individual rooms.
Whatever their application, their function remains the
same: more natural light, an increased sense of space and
an improved sense of well-being for the occupants.
With Glasshapes VisionInk® product, these can be digitally
printed with ceramic inks, to offer unrivalled resistance
from scratch and UV deterioration and allow the rooflites
to be designed to mask dirt and debris.
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Pool Fencing & Gates

PRIVATE RESIDENCE
Bent tempered frameless pool fences made from ultra-clear glass, provide all the requisite safety of a pool fence in an
unobtrusive, stylish solution. TemperShield® elevates pool fencing solutions due to its inherent structural properties
requiring no framework and only spigots (a.k.a. sub mounts or mini posts) to lock into the ground. Frameless bent glass
gates are manufactured in the same way, providing a complete solution.
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Private Residence
Noosa, QLD - Australia

LOCATION: Noosa, QLD - Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass
TESTIMONIAL:
“The GAAQ awards night was a great success as we were
nominated and won the award for the ‘Glass Glazing
Residential’ award, featuring the bent glass balustrade and
pool fence that you supplied to us on time with minimum
fuss. I thanked Glasshape amongst other suppliers to the
project."

“The project wowed the judges, and gobsmacked everyone
else, I would like to personally thank you for your
contribution towards the Project."
“I will never hesitate to use your company for any future
projects requiring your services.”
P. Deverall
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DIGITAL CERAMIC PRINTED GLASS
The VisionInk® digital ceramic ink glass printer is the most advanced and versatile machine available for printed glass.
Combined with our glass curving capabilities it is ideal for both external and internal architectural and transportation
glass applications, together with stunning Point of Sale (POS) displays.
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VISIONINK®
GLASS PRINT TECHNOLOGY

Gibbs Cancer Center, Pelham, NC, USA
Glasshape
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GIBBS CANCER CENTER - Pelham, NC - USA
To achieve a look of simplicity and beauty, often requires the seamless combination of many and varied components
with differing levels of complexity. To this end, Glasshape worked in close consultation with C.M. Steel to achieve the
desired specification, producing a Glass composition which included both Flat and Bent, Ceramic Printed, Tempered
and Laminated Low-Iron Glass.

Gibbs Cancer Center, Pelham, NC, USA
Glasshape
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GLASS MAKE UP: 9/16" & 11/16" Tempered, Bent &
Laminated Low-Iron Glass with VisionInk® Digitally
Printed Ceramic Ink.
HIGHLIGHT:
The design of the main foyer to this world-class medical
facility incorporates an impressive seven story Atrium,
which allows light to flood into the building. The expansive
open void demanded a Glass Railing Barrier System
that met the required safety codes, whilst also providing
privacy that allowed light to permeate the spaces beyond
this barrier.
A feature of the buildings main entrance is a gentle
curving Staircase, joining the ground floor to the first.
The inclusion of Glasshape’s signature Bent, Tempered,
Printed & Laminated Low Iron Safety Glass in the
structure of this elegant Staircase, ties the overall design
of this impressive Atrium together, achieving the look of
simplicity and beauty.

Photos courtesy of HDR © 2020 James Lane
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Photos courtesy of VIVA Railings
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SW ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY - Keene, TX - USA
The SW Adventist University located southwest of the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex. The Larry R. Moore Nursing and
Administration building which was designed by The BECK Group and constructed by Steele & Freeman, houses stateof-the-art training facilities. Access to the building, is via a main lobby which is graced with a circular staircase, which
hugs the rooms circumference adding visual impact to an already impressive stone clad and fully glazed entrance.
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Photos courtesy of VIVA Railings
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GLASS MAKE UP: 1/2" Tempered & Bent Clear Glass with
VisionInk® Digitally Printed Ceramic Ink.
HIGHLIGHT:
Glasshapes’ involvement in this visually stunning project
included the digital field measure, design, manufacture
and supply of ceramic printed, bent and tempered safety
glass to VIVA Railings, who were contracted to manufacture
and install the circular staircase, utilizing their very own
SHOE™ Structural Curved Glass Railing System.
Glasshapes’ ability to digitally print Ceramic Inks onto
glass utilizing its VisionInk product and then be able to
both Bend and Temper the glass is somewhat unique and
ideally suited to projects of this nature. The benefits of
printing with VisionInk Ceramic Inks is its durability, as the
Ink is fused into the glass during the Tempering process.
TESTIMONIAL:
“Glasshape was a great partner to work with on this
project. Their product and service is outstanding!"
Travis Rosenbury
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Printed Glass Canopy

Tradewinds Hotel
Cairns, QLD, Australia
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LOCATION: Cairns, QLD, Australia
GLASS MAKE UP: 9/16" & 11/16" Tempered & Laminated
Low-Iron Glass with VisionInk® Digitally Printed Ceramic
Ink
QUANTITY: Over 13,990ft2
HIGHLIGHT:
With pinpoint accuracy up to 720dpi and inks, that once
tempered, become a part of the glass itself, VisionInk®
represents the cutting edge of glass print technology and
provides the most powerful resistance to scratching, UV
light & weather deterioration and an easily maintained
surface that withstands the test of time.
VisionInk® can replicate any image, design or pattern with
brilliant accuracy, vibrant colors and sharp resolution.
From simple lines to full colour photos, VisionInk® allows
architects, engineers and designers to explore new
possibilities in modern and sustainable design in interior
and exterior architectural applications.
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VisionInk Printed, Bent & Tempered Promotional Panel
Glasshape
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Riviera Experience Center
Glasshape

VisionInk® removes all the limitations of screen printing:
•
•
•
•

Print any design, from simple lines to detailed imagery
Six spot colors combine to create an unrivalled color palette; bespoke premixed colors can be created too
Complete predictability, repeatability & durability
Extend black-out borders to include your brand/insignia (in color if you wish)

VisionInk® combines the durability of ceramic ink with the versatility of digital printing:
•
•
•

Precision control of ink thickness for prediction & manipulation of Visible Light Transfer and Solar Heat Gain
variables
Surface can be cleaned as per normal glass with no impact on the graphic
Perfectly suited to both interior and exterior applications, with 10 year warranty against fading

Graphic Limitations (almost none!)
VisionInk® can replicate any image, design or pattern with brilliant accuracy, vibrant colors and sharp resolution. From
simple lines to full color photos, VisionInk® allows architects, engineers and designers to explore new possibilities in
modern and sustainable design in interior and exterior applications.
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Digital Process of Printed Glass

SW Adventist University
Glasshape®

Digital Processing

1. Initial Graphics Preparation
Acceptable File Formats:
jpg, png, dxf, dwg, pdf & tiff

2. RIP - Raster Image Process
Convert Design to BGWORK

3. Send .tiff files to Print
Color Separation

4. Printing Process
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Albert Park - Fiji
Glasshape®

glasshape.com |

Photos courtesy of VIVA Railings

Gulf Harbour Marina - Auckland, New Zealand
Glasshape®
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Technical Details

Onsite Digital Measure & 3D CAD Services

Digital Site Measure Services
Our digital field measure service utilises the latest
scanning hardware to produce electronic templates
with unmatched accuracy, doing away with the need for
cumbersome and time-consuming physical template
measure and production. These templates convert into
3D renders that can be approved by the client ahead of
production. This added layer of checks and balances
means inaccurate measurements and human error are
practically eliminated from the process.
In the event that at a later stage, a replacement piece of
glass is required, we have the exact record of what was
produced and can reproduce it precisely.
With Glasshapes digital field measure service, our
specialist technicians visit your site, with state-of-theart scanning hardware to produce electronic templates
with unparalleled accuracy. This is then turned into a 3D
model for review and approval saving significant time and
expense.
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3D Laser Scanning & Digitising:
We can use your measurements, or come to the site
and generate them from existing structures, whether
architectural or marine, glass balustrades, windows,
doors or even components unrelated to glass.
Mesh Creation:
Specialised CAD software translates the data into a ‘mesh’,
providing an accurate representation of the project.
3D Computer Modelling:
3D CAD models are generated from the mesh geometry to
ensure a perfect fit to framework. We are happy to take
your existing 2D CAD files to turn into 3D models, should
you require them.
Engineering Drawing:
Engineering drawings for production and quality control
are subsequently generated and approved by the client.
Computer Rendering:
Should you require, we are able to produce photorealistic
‘renders’ of a finished project in situ to help visualise the
end result for you or your clients.

glasshape.com |

3D Computer Modelling, Rendering
& Laser Scanning
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Working with Bent Glass

Frameless bent glass balustrades
Bent glass by Glasshape® can be used for bay windows, balustrades, barrel vault entrances, partitioning, reception
areas, cabinetry, furniture and much, much more. In fact, with a little imagination, you can turn seemingly impossible
dreams into exciting realities. The use of bent glass can turn just about any project into an upmarket masterpiece.

Even Radii Bend

Even Radii Bend + Single Tangent

2

2
1

3

1

3
4

4

5
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7
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7

6
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Even Radii Bend + Double Tangents

1

To enable accurate quoting, measuring and ordering, you
need to know what technical information we require.
Please see diagrams that explain the basic terminology of
glass bending.

2
3

1

Thickness:

2

Bend Angle: Angle at which glass panel is to be bent.

3

Drop:

Height from the highest point of the bend,
to a horizontal line between the start and
end points of the panel, inclusive of the flat
tangent.

4

Chord:

Outside surface chord measurement, from
the start to the end points of the bend
inclusive of the flat tangent.

5

Height:

Overall height or length of the glass panel.

6

Tangent:

Length of flat tangent.

7

Bend Radii:

Outside surface bend radii measurement.

8

Girth:

Length of outside surface girth measurement
of the bend inclusive of the flat tangent.

4

5

6

6
8
7

Glass thickness.
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Barangaroo — Revolving Door
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Small Bend Even Radius
TemperShield® - Even Radius Small Panels
Glass Thickness

110

(mm & inches)

(mm & inches)

Girth

Minimum Radius
(mm & inches)

(mm & inches)

Length

Maximum Depth

4mm

350mm to 1000mm

450mm

100mm to 2440mm

250mm

(1/8”)

(13 3/4” to 39 3/8”)

(17 3/4”)

(3 7/8” to 96 1/8”)

(9 7/8”)

5mm

350mm to 1050mm

450mm

100mm to 2440mm

273mm

(3/16”)

(13 3/4” to 41 3/8”)

(17 3/4”)

(3 7/8” to 96 1/8”)

(10 3/4”)

6mm

350mm to 1100mm

450mm

100mm to 2440mm

296mm

(1/4”)

(13 3/4” to 43 1/4”)

(17 3/4”)

(3 7/8” to 96 1/8”)

(11 5/8”)

8mm

350mm to 1150mm

500mm

100mm to 2440mm

296mm

(5/16”)

(13 3/4” to 45 1/4”)

(19 5/8”)

(3 7/8” to 96 1/8")

(11 5/8”)

10mm

350mm to 1200mm

550mm

100mm to 2440mm

296mm

(3/8”)

(13 3/4” to 47 1/4”)

(21 5/8”)

(3 7/8” to 96 1/8")

(11 5/8”)

12mm

350mm to 1250mm

650mm

100mm to 2440mm

278mm

(1/2”)

(13 3/4” to 49 1/4”)

(25 5/8”)

(3 7/8” to 96 1/8")

(11")

15mm

350mm to 1300mm

750mm

100mm to 2440mm

264mm

(5/8”)

(13 3/4” to 51 1/8”)

(29 1/2”)

(3 7/8” to 96 1/8")

(10 3/8”)
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(mm & inches)

Max Angle0
(degrees)
1270
1350
1400
1320
1250
1100
990

glasshape.com |

Large Bend Even Radius
TemperShield® - Even Radius Large Panels
Glass Thickness
(mm & inches)

(mm & inches)

Girth

Minimum Radius
(mm & inches)

(mm & inches)

Length

Maximum Depth

5mm

650mm to 2440mm

1000mm

350mm to 3900mm

656mm

(3/16”)

(25 5/8” to 96 1/8”)

(39 3/8”)

(13 3/4” to 153 1/2”)

(25 53/64”)

(mm & inches)

6mm

650mm to 2440mm

1000mm

350mm to 3900mm

656mm

(1/4”)

(25 5/8” to 96 1/8”)

(39 3/8”)

(13 3/4” to 153 1/2”)

(25 53/64”)

8mm

650mm to 2440mm

1000mm

350mm to 3900mm

656mm

(5/16”)

(25 5/8” to 96 1/8”)

(39 3/8”)

(13 3/4” to 153 1/2”)

(25 53/64”)

10mm

650mm to 2440mm

1000mm

350mm to 3900mm

656mm

(3/8”)

(25 5/8” to 96 1/8”)

(39 3/8”)

(13 3/4” to 153 1/2”)

(25 53/64”)

12mm

650mm to 2440mm

1200mm

350mm to 3900mm

569mm

(1/2”)

(25 5/8” to 96 1/8”)

(47 1/4”)

(13 3/4” to 153 1/2”)

(22 3/8”)

15mm

650mm to 2440mm

1500mm

350mm to 3900mm

469mm

(5/8”)

(25 5/8” to 96 1/8”)

(59 1/6”)

(13 3/4” to 153 1/2”)

(18 1/2”)

19mm

650mm to 2440mm

1900mm

350mm to 3900mm

378mm

(3/4”)

(25 5/8” to 96 1/8”)

(74 3/4”)

(13 3/4” to 153 1/2”)

(14 7/8”)

Max Angle0
(degrees)
1400
1400
1400
1400
1170
930
740
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Uneven Radius Panels & 3D*
TemperShield® Uneven Radius Panels & 3D*
Glass Thickness
(mm & inches)

(mm & inches)

Girth

Minimum Radius
(mm & inches)

(mm & inches)

Length

Maximum Depth
(mm & inches)

6mm

100mm to 950mm

200mm

100mm to 950mm

150mm

(1/4”)

(3 7/8” to 76 3/4”)

(7 7/8”)

(3 7/8” to 37 3/8”)

(5 5/8”)

8mm

100mm to 1950mm

200mm

100mm to 2950mm

250mm

(5/16”)

(3 7/8” to 76 3/4”)

(7 7/8”)

(3 7/8” to 116 1/8”)

(9 7/8”)

10mm

100mm to 1950mm

200mm

100mm to 2950mm

290mm

(3/8”)

(3 7/8” to 76 3/4”)

(7 7/8”)

(3 7/8” to 116 1/8”)

(11 3/8”)

12mm

100mm to 1950mm

250mm

100mm to 2950mm

290mm

(1/2”)

(3 7/8” to 76 3/4”)

(9 7/8”)

(3 7/8” to 116 1/8”)

(11 3/8”)

15mm

100mm to 1950mm

250mm

100mm to 2950mm

290mm

(5/8”)

(3 7/8” to 76 3/4”)

(9 7/8”)

(3 7/8” to 116 1/8”)

(11 3/8”)

19mm

100mm to 1950mm

250mm

100mm to 2950mm

290mm

(3/4”)

(3 7/8” to 76 3/4”)

(9 7/8”)

(3 7/8” to 116 1/8”)

(11 3/8”)

Max Angle0
(degrees)
900
900
900
900
900
900

'J' Curves - Even & Uneven Radius Panels*
Annealed & Laminated - ‘J’ Bends, Even and Uneven Radius Panels*
Glass Thickness

Girth

Minimum Radius
(mm & inches)

(mm & inches)

Length

Maximum Depth

2mm

80mm to 900mm

50mm

50mm to 1200mm

266mm

(1/16”)

(3 1/8” to 35 3/8”)

(1 15/16”)

(1 15/16” to 47 1/4”)

(10 1/2”)

(mm & inches)

112

(mm & inches)

(mm & inches)

3mm

100mm to 1600mm

80mm

50mm to 2400mm

474mm

(1/8”)

(3 7/8” to 63')

(3 1/8”)

(1 15/16” to 94 1/2”)

(18 5/8”)

4mm

150mm to 1800mm

100mm

50mm to 2800mm

533mm

(5/32”)

(5 7/8” to 70 7/8”)

(3 7/8”)

(1 15/16” to 110 1/4”)

(20 31/32”)

5mm

180mm to 2100mm

150mm

50mm to 3000mm

650mm

(3/16”)

(7 1/8” to 82 11/16”)

(5 7/8”)

(1 15/16” to 118 1/8")

(25 5/8”)

6mm

200mm to 2100mm

150mm

50mm to 3000mm

650mm

(1/4”)

(7 7/8” to 82 11/16”)

(5 7/8”)

(1 15/16” to 118 1/8”)

(25 5/8”)

8mm

200mm to 2100mm

200mm

50mm to 3000mm

650mm

(5/16”)
10mm

(7 7/8” to 82 11/16”)
200mm to 2100mm

(7 7/8”)
200mm

(1 15/16” to 118 1/8”)
50mm to 3000mm

(25 5/8”)
650mm

(3/8”)

(7 7/8” to 82 11/16”)

(7 7/8”)

(1 15/16” to 118 1/8”)

(25 5/8”)

12mm

200mm to 2100mm

200mm

50mm to 3000mm

650mm

(1/2”)

(7 7/8” to 82 11/16”)

(7 7/8”)

(1 15/16” to 118 1/8”)

(25 5/8”)

15mm

200mm to 2100mm

300mm

50mm to 3000mm

650mm

(5/8”)

(7 7/8” to 82 11/16”)

(11 3/4”)

(1 15/16” to 118 1/8”)

(25 5/8”)

19mm

200mm to 2100mm

350mm

50mm to 3000mm

650mm

(3/4”)

(7 7/8” to 82 11/16”)

(13 3/4”)

(1 15/16” to 118 1/8”)

(25 5/8”)
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Max Angle0
(degrees)
1600
1600
1600
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450

glasshape.com |

Private Residence
Auckland, New Zealand

Compound shapes, uneven radii, tangents
Please contact one of the Glasshape® team to calculate and test what the possibilities are as there are restrictions in
some cases. It is recommended that you supply a CAD file with the desired curve, if you don’t have a CAD file, one can
be produced for you.
Oversize Capabilities:
For non-bent panels we are able to offer a maximum size of 24' 11 3/16" x 10' 9 16/16". This reduces to 23' 7 7/16" if heat
soak is required. It is possible to manufacture flat toughened laminated and printed panels up to 49' 2 9/16" x 10' 6"– we
can work with you to supply to your specification.
* Some ”J” shape and uneven panels may not be able to be toughened. Please enquire directly.

Bent Glass Tolerances*
Overall
measurement

Twisting

Edge
Flatness

Deviation
of Curve

Glass
Thickness

Edge
Alignment

+/- 1/16"
over 40"

+/- 1/8"
over 40"

+/- 1/16"
over 40"

+/- 1/16"

+/- 1/32"

+/- 1/16"

*For more specific and detailed quality tolerances, please view the Glasshape® Quality Manual for Processed Glass —
https://glasshape.com/technical-info-download/
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Production Facilities

Glass Stocks

Glass Stock Loading
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CNC Glass Cutting

CNC Edging

Washing & QC
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VisionInk® Printer

Printing Process
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CNC Bending & Tempering

CNC Bending &Tempering

CNC Bending & Tempering
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Wash & QC Scanning

Custom Laminating

Quality Control Inspection

118
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Protective Wrapping

Crating Process

Global Delivery
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About Us

Complete Architectural Glass Solutions
When it comes to glass, Glasshape® understand that quality, performance, durability and safety standards are paramount
to designers, builders and owners of residential and commercial buildings.
Combining decades of industry knowledge and technical expertise Glasshape® have developed unique proprietary
manufacturing processes addressing the specific needs of the architectural sector and provide premium bent and
specialist glass solutions.
At Glasshape®, we take a customised approach. We work with clients to confirm their needs and establish the appropriate
glass solutions. Our complete service includes consultation, digital measurement, CAD design, certification, and
manufacturing. With the Glasshape® tailored approach, clients are assured their glass solutions are effortlessly fulfilled.

About Us
Established in 1986, we are a leading innovator, designer and manufacturer of bent, tempered, laminated and digital
ceramic print specialty glass. Family owned, based in Auckland, New Zealand, with offices in Australia and the US,
Glasshapes philosophy of growth through innovation, ingenuity and customer service sees it deliver best-in-class
glazing solutions in a variety of categories, with notable success in marine, architectural (residential and commercial),
high security and heavy machinery projects.
We’re driven to exceed our client’s design and performance requirements using our extensive industry knowledge
and technical expertise to provide the perfect solution. Glasshape® provides customised turnkey solutions from initial
consult through to installation, with proven global success backed by comprehensive warranties and validated by
international accreditation.
The family spirit underpins the delivery of excellence at Glasshape®. Mark Forrest and his four sons combine more than
100 years of combined experience in bent and specialist glass technology. It’s always the people behind the message
who deliver on the promises.
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Aquilam Queenscliff
Sydney, NSW, Australia
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New Zealand (Head Office)

65-67 Woodcocks Road, Warkworth,
P.O.Box 358, Warkworth 0910, Auckland
Freephone:
0800 883 336
Phone:		
+64 9 422 2565
info@glasshape.co.nz
glasshape.com

Australia

Freephone:
Perth:		
Sydney:
Melbourne:
Brisbane:		
info@glasshape.com
glasshape.com

United States

Seattle:		
New York:
info@glasshape.com
glasshape.com

Temper

1800 042 716
+61 8 9468 2722
+61 2 8011 1831
+61 3 9099 0200
+61 7 3175 0501

+1 206 538 5416
+1 332 255 6319
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Ammo
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B U L L E T R E S I S TA N T G L A S S - B Y G L A S S H A P E

Armour

Shield
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POLY-COMPOSITE SECURITY GLASS - BY GLASSHAPE

Bandit

Shield
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ANTIBANDIT GLASS - BY GLASSHAPE

Blast

Shield
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B L A S T R E S I S TA N T G L A S S - B Y G L A S S H A P E

Care

Shield
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SECURE HEALTHCARE SAFETY GLASS - BY GLASSHAPE

E-zone

Glass
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THERMAL RESISTANT CYCLONE RATED GLASS - BY GLASSHAPE

Storm

Shield
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C Y C L O N E R E S I S TA N T G L A S S - B Y G L A S S H A P E

Vision

Ink

CERAMIC PRINTED GLASS - BY GLASSHAPE

© 2021, Glasshape® Limited (New Zealand) Email: info@glasshape.com
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. This book contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited. No part of this book may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system without express written permission from the author / publisher.
This information is presented as a means of providing an introduction to the operations and products of Glasshape® Limited. The information is being continuously updated. It is not provided with the intention of arriving at a contractual
relationship. It is not provided with the intention of giving a comprehensive understanding of the way in which our products perform or their suitability for use in any particular environment or circumstance - such an understanding should
be based on our technical manuals which relate to the product at the time of manufacture and on the advice of those qualified to advise on such matters.
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